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Sold

Swift Kon-Tiki Vogue 615

General Info

Vehicle Features

Engine:

2.8 Diesel Manual

Price:
Body Type:

Sold
3 Dr C Class Mhome

Owners:

3

Mileage:

21,400

Reg Date:

May 2006 (06)

Colour:

White

12V Lighting

240V Lighting

Alarm

Anti Lock Brakes

Awning

Blinds

Carpet Over Mats

CD Radio

Alloy Wheels

Cab Privacy Blinds

Central Locking

Colour Coded

Curtains

Vehicle Description
The Swift Kon-Tiki Vogue 615 has the desirable U-shaped lounge and is known for its comfortable interior. In very nice condition
throughout, this is a lovely example of the brand. The colours of the upholstery compliment the wood effect floor, giving this vehicle
a cosy, warm feel throughout whilst the panoramic skylight allows natural light to flood in. Viewings available seven days a week.
To the rear of the Kon-Tiki you have the U-Shaped lounge which is always very sought after. This area has plenty of under seat storage
as well as over head cupboards, and has a fold away dining table which can be stored away neatly in a wardrobe. In between the two
sofas there is a fold out coffee table. The seating can be transformed into a double bed or, alternatively, can be left as two singles.
Centrally there is the kitchen area with a stainless steel sink with chrome mixer taps and sink cover. You also have a concealed
fridge freezer, oven with separate grill and a flush fitting 3 ring gas hob with electric hot plate. The storage and cupboard space is
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